
New Leadership Book Wins Axiom Business
Book Award

Yeo Chuen Chuen, LinkedIn Top Voice in Corporate

Culture, author of Leaders People Love

Leaders People Love, a new leadership guide for the

workplace by Yeo Chuen Chuen

New leadership book helps leaders be

their best through practical, story-based

leadership insight

CHICAGO, IL, USA, April 29, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Leaders People

Love (Penguin Business, 2023) by Yeo

Chuen Chuen won a silver medal in the

Axion Business Book Awards for the

category Company Culture. The Axiom

Business Book Awards are a respected

guidepost for business books,

intended to bring increased

recognition to exemplary business

books. 

“This book is a refreshing departure

from traditional leadership literature,”

writes Chow Song Chee, Head of

People at Ordinary Folk, in a review of

the book that highlights the

importance of Yeo’s ability to tell

powerful stories. “She delves into the

deeper, more human aspects of

leadership... Her insights resonate with

readers (like me) on a personal level,

challenging us to reflect on our own

leadership style and values.”

Yeo credits Leadership Story Lab’s

Certified Story Facilitation (CSF) class

with the success of the book. “The core

principles from CSF sharpen my ability

to think from the audience

perspective,” shared Yeo. “While I was

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://leaderspeoplelove.com/
https://leaderspeoplelove.com/
https://www.leadershipstorylab.com/


Esther Choy leads a dynamic, hands-on storytelling

training with her clients.

already attuned to my audience's

needs and pain points, applying the

principles of curation to strategically

evoke emotions made my stories even

more compelling.”

Yeo shared that she wrote a leadership

story using Kung Fu Panda during the

CSF class, and the workshopping

helped refine it. This story was later

incorporated into Leaders People Love,

becoming one of the most resonant

stories in the book. Using a well-liked

movie helped Yeo create the perfect

relatable example to reflect the inner

struggles of many leaders.

“Many seasoned leaders tell me my

stories made them reflect deeper,” said Yeo. “One even told me, he confronted his version of

truth and challenged his operating principle all these years. This shows that storytelling, when

done powerfully, can shift the most resistant minds.”

This book is a refreshing

departure from traditional

leadership literature. She

delves into the deeper,

more human aspects of

leadership... Her insights

resonate with readers”

Chow Song Chee, Head of

People at Ordinary Folk

The Certified Story Facilitation course has been offered

through Leadership Story Lab since 2020. The pandemic

inspired the virtual class, but the success has inspired

Esther Choy, Founder and Chief Story Facilitator at

Leadership Story Lab, to continue even after the stay-at-

home orders were lifted. 

“The community we build and results we see during these

courses are amazing,” said Choy. “Because it’s virtual we

get to work with leaders from around the world, sharing

and workshopping stories together. It’s powerful.” 

About Leadership Story Lab

Leadership Story Lab is a storytelling coaching, consulting and training company that uses

classical storytelling techniques to serve modern leaders, giving leaders and teams the tools they

need to implement a storytelling culture that improves internal and customer-facing

communication, forms strong business partnerships, and brings a clear sense of purpose to

their organizations. Since 2010, their Certified Story Facilitator Program has been helping

coaches, consultants, professors, nonprofit managers, and other leaders become the trusted

voice of authentic communication in their workplaces.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/estherchoy


About Yeo Chuen Chuen

Yeo Chuen Chuen is a leadership coach who has been honored with international accolades for

her outstanding work with clients in nearly 40 countries. Named LinkedIn Top Voice in Company

Culture (Singapore) in 2022, she has been recognized as an invaluable partner in offering

accessible pathways to developing great leadership by shifting mindsets. She’s worked with

Fortune 500 companies and the Singapore Government Service since 2013 helping people lead

from a state of strength, authenticity and curiosity. She is also the author of award-winning 8

Paradoxes of Leadership Agility.

Reena Kansal

Leadership Story Lab
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